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Abstract— Face recognition technique has been widely applied1

to personal identification systems due to its satisfying perfor-2

mance. However, its security may be a crucial issue, since many3

studies have shown that face recognition systems may be vulner-4

able in an adversarial environment, in which an adversary can5

camouflage as a legitimate user in order to mislead the system.6

Although face liveness detection methods have been proposed to7

distinguish real and fake faces, they are either time-consuming,8

costly, or sensitive to noise and illumination. This paper proposes9

a face liveness detection method with flash against 2D spoofing10

attack. Flash not only can enhance the differentiation between11

legitimate and illegitimate users, but it also reduces the influence12

of environmental factors. Two images are taken from a subject,13

one with flash and another without flash. Four texture and14

2D structure descriptors with low computational complexity are15

used to capture information of the two images in our model.16

Advantages of our method include low installation cost of flash17

and no user cooperation required. A data set of 50 subjects18

collected under different scenarios is used in the experiments to19

evaluate the proposed method. The experimental results indicate20

that the proposed model performs better than existing liveness21

detection methods in different environmental scenarios. This22

paper confirms that the use of flash successfully improves face23

liveness detection in terms of accuracy, robustness, and running24

time.25

Index Terms— Face liveness detection, 2D spoofing attack, flash26

light, adversarial learning.27

I. INTRODUCTION28

B IOMETRIC technology has been used widely in per-29

sonal identification applications. As compared with30

the traditional security methods like passcodes, biometric31
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technology brings about convenience which uses human intrin- 32

sic characteristics for individual identification [1], [2]. Face 33

recognition is one of the most common biometric features 34

because information from the face can be extracted easily 35

without any physical contact. It has been successfully demon- 36

strated in many personal identification applications, e.g. law 37

enforcement, surveillance, information security, smart card 38

authentication and entertainment [3]–[7]. 39

Since traditional face recognition systems do not consider 40

the existence of an adversary, many studies have revealed that 41

these systems are vulnerable to spoofing attacks [8]–[10] in 42

which an attacker obtains an illegitimate access to a system by 43

camouflaging as an authorized person. A well-known example 44

is a 2D spoofing attack, which misleads a system by using a 45

2D facial duplicate of a valid user. As an image or a video of a 46

person is easily obtainable and highly reproducible [11], [12], 47

2D spoofing attack is one of the most common attacks. There 48

are three types of 2D spoofing attacks, namely photo attack, 49

video attack and mimic mask attack. Photo attack evades the 50

detection by using a picture of a legitimate user on a piece 51

of paper [13], [14], or an electronic screen [15], while video 52

attack misleads the system by using a video of an authorized 53

person on electronic devices [16], [17]. In mimic mask attack, 54

an adversary camouflages as an authorized person by wearing 55

a 2D mask [18]. 56

Face liveness detection [19], which is also referred to 57

face spoofing detection, has been devised to defend against 58

2D spoofing attack. Face liveness detection determines 59

whether an image is taken from a real or fake subject before 60

face recognition process starts. Suspected images are filtered 61

and will not be passed to the recognition system. 62

Previous works on face liveness detection mainly focus 63

on software-based methods which analyze liveness clues, 64

including texture [20], [21], structure information [22], [23] 65

and liveness sign [24], of the subjects, and quality of cap- 66

tured images [15], [25], [26]. These methods are generally 67

sensitive to environmental factors [19], [27], for instance, 68

bad illumination condition and noisy images. Thus, their 69

detection accuracy decreases significantly under such circum- 70

stances. In addition, computational complexity of calculating 71

some liveness clue is high, e.g. facial dynamic is calculated 72

based on consecutive frames [28]. Although asking users to 73

speak [29] or shake their heads [30] improves the accuracy of 74

the detection, it also reduces efficiency due to longer detection 75

duration and uncooperative users. On the other hand, a device 76

is embedded in a recognition system in hardware-based 77

methods [31], [32] to capture additional information of the 78
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TABLE I

SUMMARY OF EXISTING METHODS AGAINST 2D SPOOFING ATTACK

subjects, e.g. temperature. Nevertheless, some of the additional79

hardware is costly and difficult to install. Our preliminary80

study [33], which only analyzes the difference of the hair81

on foreheads between real and fake faces, showed that flash82

increases the differentiation between a legitimate person and83

the 2D spoofing attack. However, the study only focused on84

video attack in a particular environmental setting in which85

the ambient illumination is normal, and the distance between86

the camera and the background is short. The usefulness of87

flash on detecting other 2D spoofing attacks remains unclear.88

Moreover, the proposed model is sensitive to the hair on89

the forehead and may not be practical since users have90

different hair styles. Therefore in this paper we provide a91

complete investigation on how the use of flash can improve92

2D spoofing attack detection. The literature review of face93

liveness detection and also 2D spoofing attack is introduced94

in Section II.95

In Section III, a model of face liveness detection using96

flash to defend against photo, video and also mimic mask97

attacks will be elaborated. In the proposed model, a pair of98

images is taken from a subject in the detection, one with99

flash and the other without flash. Features of our method are100

carefully designed in order to provide accurate and robust101

prediction with low time complexity. The descriptor based on102

uniform local binary patterns is applied to measure the textural103

information from the face, and another three descriptors are104

proposed to capture the structure information of a face using105

the standard deviation and the mean of grayscale difference106

between the images with and without flash.107

Then, the subject is classified as either legitimate or mali-108

cious class based on the difference between the images109

with and without flash measured by the four descriptors.110

Unlike hardware-based methods, our method requires only111

flash which is economical and easy to install in existing face112

recognition systems. The proposed method is expected to be113

more accurate and robust than the software-based method since 114

flash enhances the differentiation between real and fake faces 115

and reduces the influence of ambient illumination. In addition, 116

the time complexity of extracting the four descriptors is 117

low and no user cooperation is required. Our method takes 118

advantage of both software and hardware based methods. 119

The discussion on the reasons why considering the difference 120

between the images with and without flash is helpful in face 121

liveness detection based on the Lambertian reflectance law is 122

also provided. 123

In Section IV, the performance of the proposed model is 124

then evaluated and compared with other well-known face live- 125

ness detection methods under different environmental settings, 126

including background distance and ambient illumination. The 127

procedure of the dataset collection is also described. Finally, 128

the conclusion and future work are given in Section V. 129

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 130

Existing face liveness detection methods against the 131

2D spoofing attack are briefly introduced in this section. 132

According to the requirement of an additional device, face 133

liveness detection methods can be categorized into software- 134

based and hardware-based method respectively. The pros and 135

cons in accuracy, time complexity, implementation cost and 136

convenience to users will also be discussed. Table I summa- 137

rizes the existing 2D spoofing attack detection methods. 138

Software-based method is the most widely used face live- 139

ness detection method. It determines whether a target is of 140

the real face based on the information of the captured images, 141

that is, the texture, structure information, liveness sign and 142

image quality, without using additional hardware device. The 143

light reflection of real human skin is different from the one 144

displayed on a 2D-planar object, i.e. a paper or a mobile, 145

in 2D spoofing attack. This difference in the visual and tactile 146

quality is captured by texture-based methods. The well-known 147
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example is local binary patterns (LBP) [34] which labels148

the pixels of an image by thresholding the neighborhood of149

each pixel to represent the local texture information with the150

property of invariance to monotonic grayscale transformation.151

Generally, an image can be divided into several blocks, and152

LBP histograms are extracted individually. For each block,153

the LBP code of a pixel (xc, yc) is calculated using bilinearly154

interpolating values at non-integer sampling points in its155

neighborhood, as shown in (1).156

L B PP,R(xc, yc) =
P−1∑

i=0

g(pi − pc) × 2i , (1)157

where pc is the gray value of the pixel (xc, yc) and pi refers158

to the gray value of the i th pixel. P and R are parameters159

of LBP, which represent P sampling points on a clock-160

wise circle of radius R for each pixel’s neighborhood. The161

function g(z) is a threshold function, which outputs 1 when162

z is non-negative; otherwise, outputs 0. The occurrences of163

LBP codes are represented by a histogram. The numbers of164

occurrence are applied as input vectors for training.165

The advanced LBP feature, referred to uniform LBP fea-166

ture [34] (L B Pu2
P,R), is also proposed to reduce the dimen-167

sionality of the original LBP feature, which has been widely168

adopted in face liveness detection recently. An LBP code is169

uniform if it contains at most two bitwise transitions from170

0 to 1 or vice versa. Each uniform LBP code is considered171

individually, and the rest of the non-uniform ones are grouped172

into one bin in the histogram. As a result, time complexity is173

significantly reduced since the non-uniform LBP codes are174

ignored. Another example of texture-based methods is the175

color texture of analyzing both luminance and chrominance176

channels which also exhibit effectiveness in 2D spoofing177

detection [35]. Difference of Gaussians (DoG) [14], which178

is a bandpass filter considering two Gaussian functions with179

different variances, has also been applied to improve the180

accuracy of the face liveness detection by removing the variant181

lighting in a face image. Fourier analysis [20] measures the182

frequency domain of face images, which is another texture183

information. The major drawback of a texture-based method184

is that its performance is highly affected by illumination185

condition and the quality of the input image [27]. Although186

the implementation cost and the time complexity are relatively187

low, some unexpected factors like uneven illumination and188

camera noise can degrade the performance significantly.189

Structure information, which reveals information of the190

3D structure of a subject from the projected 2D image, is also191

used in some detection methods. Illumination of 2D surface192

diffuses more slowly than that of 3D since its intensity is more193

evenly distributed. Diffusion is measured by the features of194

local speed patterns for the Diffusion Speed method (DS) [18]195

in order to detect a live face. Thus it is faster due to non-196

uniformity of the 3D surface. In addition, the depth of a197

face is analyzed by the facial feature trajectories [23] and the198

defocusing technique [18], which is a common technique for199

structure information. Several works on different movement200

patterns of 2D planes and 3D objects by optical flow fields201

are also captured [22], [36], [37]. The major drawbacks of202

these methods are high time complexity, sensitivity to the 203

illumination and the quality of the images [36]. 204

Some studies which focus on liveness sign, usually refer to 205

the natural human movements. For example, eye blinking [24], 206

[38], [39], head rotation [30] and lip movement [40] are 207

common ones. Obviously, methods of this kind are designed 208

specifically for image attacks. However, video attack is able 209

to evade these methods easily [45], [46]. Moreover, a video 210

has to be stored in order to detect a particular movement. This 211

kind of method usually requires a longer detection time, and 212

also larger space and computational complexity. 213

The quality of a face image in a 2D spooking attack may 214

degrade since the face image is obtained by recapturing from 215

photos and videos. Image quality has been used as an indicator 216

in face liveness detection. For instance, the difference of 217

specularity spatial distribution between a recaptured image 218

and its original image [25], the distortion of a spoof attack 219

image with respect to specular reflection, blurriness, chromatic 220

moment, and color diversity [41], and the image quality based 221

on 25 metrics [26] are studied. High Definition (HD) camera 222

and display increase the resolution of mimic, which may 223

increase the difficulty of detection by image quality analysis. 224

Some methods are also proposed by using different kinds 225

of features in order to achieve higher accuracy. For instance, 226

the features of liveness sign and texture of sequential image 227

frames are used in dynamic mode decomposition (DMD) [28]. 228

The model applies eye blinking, lip motion, facial expression 229

change as well as LBP features to distinguish legitimate users 230

from 2D spoofing attack. Another example is to apply eye 231

blinking and background context texture to detect spoofing 232

attack [45]. Although the time complexity is higher, the detec- 233

tion is usually more accurate. 234

In contrast, hardware-based methods require extra hardware 235

to measure the additional information of subjects other than 236

the camera of the face recognition system. A thermal camera, 237

which has been successfully applied to face recognition [47], 238

captures temperature and reflectance distribution of a subject. 239

The Intensity and Texture Encoder (ITE) features [42] con- 240

taining LBP and intensity histogram to detect non-biometric 241

patches are extracted from a thermal image; a 3D camera 242

or multiple 2D cameras [43] can be used to generate the 243

3D model of the subject; and a light field camera captures 244

the light distribution of the subject [44]. Although hardware- 245

based methods usually outperform software-based methods, 246

the setup cost of extra devices is also much higher [1], [3]. 247

Some detection methods need the cooperation of users. 248

The users have to complete certain tasks during the detection 249

process. For example, the user is required to speak for the 250

audio-visual matching process [29], [48], [49], and to rotate 251

the head for the 3D structure recovering process [50]. These 252

methods achieve more accurate results at the cost of user 253

inconvenience. However, the detection time needed is normally 254

longer than that without user cooperation requirement. 255

III. LIVENESS DETECTION METHOD BASED 256

ON FLASH AND NO FLASH IMAGE PAIRS 257

The proposed liveness detection method which takes advan- 258

tages of both software and hardware based methods is 259
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Fig. 1. Examples of result of the face and the background extraction. The
center rectangle and the rectangles on both sides of each image are the face
and the background region: (a) Non-flash image; (b) Flash image.

introduced in this section. An additional device, flash,260

is applied to enhance the performance of the software based261

method which considers the texture analysis and the structure262

information. The underlying principle is to magnify the differ-263

ences between real face and fake face displayed in 2D media264

by using flash.265

During the detection, two images with and without flash,266

denoted as I f and In , are taken for the subject. We identify the267

rectangle regions for the face and the background defined by268

the pixels in the upper right corner and in the lower left corner269

of the region in In . The face region I F
n is firstly determined.270

We apply the split up Sparse Network of Winnows (SNoW)271

classifier [51], one of the efficient face identification methods272

based on Successive Mean Quantization Transform. Two back-273

ground regions, denoted as I BG
n , are therefore located based274

on the face region. Specifically, the upper right corner and the275

lower left corner of the rectangle region of the right I BG
n are276

defined by the upper right corner of In and 20 pixels to the277

right of the right corner of I F
n to avoid the hair of a subject278

being selected. The left I BG
n is defined similarly. Finally,279

I F
f and I BG

f are extracted from I f according to the locations280

of I F
n and I BG

n respectively. Examples of the result of the face281

and background extraction are shown in figure 1.282

Four carefully designed descriptors including LBP_FI,283

SD_FIC, M_BIC and SD_BIC are extracted from both regions284

of the face and the background. These descriptors should285

be able to distinguish legitimate users and the common286

2D spoofing attack efficiently, accurately and robustly. The287

photo attack printed on a paper, the photo attack displayed on288

iPad, the video attack, the 2D mask attack and the curved mask289

attack are considered. The curved mask attack is considered as290

an extension of a 2D attack since it misleads the recognition291

system by holding the 2D mask curly. It is more difficult292

to detect the curved mask attack than the 2D mask attack293

since the curved mask covers the face more tightly than the294

2D mask attack. The descriptors are input as features to a295

classifier for detection. The procedure for feature extraction of296

the proposed model is described in Algorithm 1. A real face297

can be distinguished from a fake one by a classifier using the298

Algorithm 1 Procedure of Feature Extraction of the Proposed
Model
Input: In : the non-flash image; I f : the flash image
Output: LBP_FI, SD_FIC, M_BIC and SD_BIC descriptors
1: identify I F

n and I BG
n from In based on a face identification

method;
2: identify I F

f and I BG
f according to the locations of I F

n and
I BG
n respectively;

3: extract descriptor LBP_FI from I F
n ;

4: DF = I F
f − I F

n ;
5: descriptor SD_FIC = std(DF );
6: calculate DBG = I BG

f − I BG
n ;

7: descriptor M_BIC = mean(DBG);
8: descriptor SD_BIC = std(DBG).

extracted features. Support Vector Machine (SVM) is used in 299

our model due to its simplicity and satisfying performance in 300

a two-class classification problem. 301

In this section, the four descriptors are firstly introduced in 302

Section III-A. Then, the underlying rationale of the proposed 303

model is discussed in Section III-B. 304

A. Descriptors of the Model 305

1) Uniform Local Binary Patterns on the Flash 306

Image (LBP_FI) Descriptor: LBP analysis is applied to 307

capture the local texture information of the face region of the 308

image with the flash (I F
f ). The reason of using I F

f only is 309

that the flash increases the detail of the real face but not the 310

fake one due to the difference between 3D and 2D surfaces. 311

As a result, a legitimate user can be distinguished from the 312

camouflaged one. 313

I F
f is firstly separated into nine non-overlapping blocks to 314

obtain the texture information from different regions of the 315

image [21]. The LBP code of the pixel (x, y) in each block 316

is then calculated. In our model, the circle of radius is set 317

to 1 and all neighbor pixels are considered, i.e. P = 8 and 318

R = 1. 319

Since it has been shown that the uniform LBPs account for 320

a bit less than 90% of all patterns in this setting [52], (1) of 321

the LBP code can be simplified as (2). 322

L B P(xc, yc) =
7∑

i=0

g(pi − pc) × 2i . (2) 323

There are totally 59 bins including 58 uniform patterns 324

and the one containing the rest of the non-uniform patterns. 325

The histogram Hi is generated according to L B P(xc, yc) for 326

the i th block, where Hi = (h1, h2, . . . , h59) and h j is the 327

occurrence of a pattern in j th bin. Subsequently, there are a 328

total of 531 (i.e. 9 × 59) values in LBP_FI, as shown in (3). 329

LBP_FI = (H1, H2, · · · , H9) = (h1, h2, · · · , h531). (3) 330

2) Standard Deviation of Face Intensity Change (SD_FIC) 331

Descriptor: SD_FIC measures the grayscale intensity change 332

of the face region caused by flash. The reflection of flash 333

varies in the real face due to its structure information, i.e. the 334
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Fig. 2. Examples of the face difference images for real face and different
types of attacks: (a) Real face: SD_FIC=39.45; (b) Paper photo attack:
SD_FIC=19.42; (c) iPad photo attack: SD_FIC=18.52; (d) Video
attack: SD_FIC=17.03; (e) 2D mask attack: SD_FIC=30.44; (f) Curved mask
attack: SD_FIC=33.80.

distances between the flash and each part of the face may be335

different. In contrast, the reflected light of a 2D spoofing attack336

is more uniform. As a result, the deviation of the intensity of337

the real person is larger than that of a 2D spoofing attack.338

The standard deviation is applied to capture the change of the339

grayscale intensity in our model, and SD_FIC is defined as340

in (4).341

SD_FIC = σDF =
√∑N

i=1(DF (xi , yi ) − μDF )2

N − 1
, (4)342

where μDF and σDF denote the mean and the standard343

deviation of DF (x, y) respectively, N is the number of pixels344

in the region and DF (x, y) = I F
f (x, y)− I F

n (x, y). The reason345

for deducting the intensity of the image without the flash346

light in DF (x, y) is to reduce the influence to the ambient347

illumination. The examples of DF of the real face and the348

different types of attacks, as well as their SD_FIC values, are349

shown in figure 2. As discussed, the value of SD_FIC of the350

real face is the largest among all cases due to the intensity351

change on the 3D object. The paper photo, 2D mask and352

curved mask attacks have a larger SD_FIC than other types of353

attacks because a bright strip occurs in the face region.354

3) Mean of Background Intensity Change (M_BIC)355

Descriptor: The actual background has been blocked in the356

photo and video attacks. As the captured background on the357

display media is much closer to the camera than the actual358

one, higher intensity of light will be reflected. We propose the359

M_BIC to capture this information, defined as follows:360

M_BIC = μD BG =
∑N

i=1 DBG(xi , yi )

N
, (5)361

where DBG(x, y) = I BG
f (x, y) − I BG

n (x, y), −255 ≤362

DBG ≤ 255 and DBG ∈ Z . Examples of DBG of the real face363

and the different types of attacks are illustrated in figure 3.364

DBG is linearly mapped to a range of 0 to 255 in the365

illustration to avoid the negative value. Therefore, the darker366

area indicates I BG
n is much larger than I BG

f . As different from367

the real face and the two mask attacks, the real background368

Fig. 3. Examples of the background difference images for real face and
different types of attacks: (a) Real face: M_BIC=36.88, SD_BIC=24.02;
(b) Paper photo attack: M_BIC=62.12, SD_BIC=25.81; (c) iPad photo
attack: M_BIC=58.87, SD_BIC=17.13; (d) Video attack: M_BIC=63.24,
SD_BIC=13.11; (e) 2D mask attack: M_BIC=35.57, SD_BIC=37.76;
(f) Curved mask attack: M_BIC=43.88, SD_BIC=33.88.

is blocked in the image with flash for the photo and video 369

attacks. The values of their DBG are much larger than the ones 370

without flash, i.e. their M_BIC values are larger. On the other 371

hand, the real face and the two mask attacks have close M_BIC 372

values because their backgrounds are real and the effect of 373

flash on them is quite similar. 374

4) Standard Deviation of Background Intensity 375

Change (SD_BIC) Descriptor: As different from the 376

photo and video attacks mentioned in the previous section, 377

the actual background is not covered since only the region 378

of a subject’s head is used in the 2D mask attack or curved 379

mask. The light diffusion of masks is different from the 380

one of real face due to the texture and the shape. The light 381

intensity of I BG
f of legitimate and malicious users is different. 382

The variation of the light intensity is measured by 383

SD_BIC = σD BG =
√∑N

i=1(DBG(x, y) − μD BG )2

N − 1
. (6) 384

Figure 3 shows SD_BIC values of the real face is smaller 385

than that of the mask attacks. It is because the light diffusion 386

of the mask is larger than that of the face. Moreover, the hands 387

captured in the curved mask attack also increase its SD_BIC. 388

Due to a 2D planar structure of an iPad and a photo, flash 389

increases the intensity of the background region uniformly in 390

iPad and paper photo attack, i.e. SD_BICs of these attacks 391

are relatively smaller than the ones not covering the real 392

background. 393
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B. Conceptual Discussion394

Assume I (x, y) denotes the intensity or grayscale value of395

the pixel (x, y), where I (x, y) ∈ Z is in [0, 255]. The intensity396

of the image without flash (In) is defined in (7) according to397

the Lambertian reflectance law [53]398

In(x, y) = K La, (7)399

where K ∈ (0, 1) denotes a surface reflectivity at pixel (x, y).400

Larger K indicates more intensive light is reflected from401

the surface. La ∈ (0,∞) is the intensity of the ambient402

illumination. La = 0 indicates the dark environment. The403

model assumes only the ambient light is considered and the404

intensity of the ambient light is a constant at any point and405

direction. Therefore, without any additional lighting, as La is406

the same for any object in the same environment, only K is407

useful for the face liveness detection, i.e. the smoothness of408

a human skin and that of a fake one displayed on 2D planar409

material are different. However, a face liveness detection only410

considering K is sensitive to the quality of images and the411

change of illumination, which has been shown by experiments412

in the previous study [54].413

Based on the Lambertian reflectance law, one additional414

component is added to the intensity of the image with415

flash (I f ) defined in (8). In order to make a difference between416

the scaler and vector multiplication, we omit the dot of the417

scaler multiplication in these two equations.418

I f (x, y) = K La + K L f
N · T

r2 = K La + K L f
cos θ

r2 , (8)419

where L f ∈ (0,∞) denotes the intensity of the flash.420

N is the normal vector to the object surface and T represents421

a normalized light-direction vector, pointing from the object422

surface to the source of flash. θ denotes the angle between423

N and T, θ ∈ [0, 90◦]. r is the distance between the flash424

and the point of the surface. θ as well as r , and I f (x, y) are425

inversely proportional, i.e. larger θ or r decreases I f (x, y).426

Under the same lighting condition (i.e. La and L f are fixed),427

θ and r of subjects are different due to their shapes. As a result,428

not only the texture information but also the structure infor-429

mation will be measured. In our proposed model, the LBP_FI430

descriptor captures the texture information, while SD_FIC,431

M_BIC and SD_BIC measure the structure information. As a432

result, the second term of (8) provides extra information to433

separate the legitimate users from the 2D spoofing attack.434

It explains why our method may be more accurate than the435

ones without flash. In addition, more stable liveness detection436

is expected because of flash, which has a relatively strong437

illumination in comparison with the ambient light, and it438

reduces the influence of ambient illumination.439

IV. DISCUSSION ON EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS440

In this section, the performance of our proposed face441

liveness detection method to encounter different 2D spoofing442

attacks is evaluated and compared with existing methods443

experimentally using the dataset we collected under differ-444

ent scenarios. The procedure of the dataset preparation is445

described at the beginning. Then, the experimental settings446

Fig. 4. Settings of sample collection for our dataset: (a) A real subject;
(b) A fake subject under photo attack.

Fig. 5. Examples of the collected images with different distances under
normal and uneven ambient illuminance: (a) Far distance (15m) under normal
illuminance; (b) Far distance (15m) under uneven illuminance; (c) Close
distance (3m) under normal illuminance; (d) Close distance (3m) under uneven
illuminance.

as well as the evaluation criterion are introduced. Finally, 447

the experimental results are given and discussed. 448

A. Dataset Collection 449

The dataset1 for the face liveness detection containing 450

50 subjects is collected in this paper. The group of subjects 451

consists of 42 male and 8 female with the age from 18 to 21. 452

Each subject is required to sit in front of a web camera 453

(i.e. Microsoft Lifecam Studio [55]). Two images, one with 454

flash and another without flash, are taken within a second. 455

Images with 240 × 360 px are captured, and the face region 456

is around 100 × 100 px. The detailed setting of the sample 457

collection is illustrated in figure 4. 458

The distance between a subject and the camera is 0.6m. The 459

flash is set up right above the camera. The distance between the 460

subject and the background is set at 3m and 15m respectively 461

in order to investigate how the distance to background affects 462

the accuracy of liveness detection. The uneven illumination 463

condition, e.g. the recognition system is next to a window, 464

is also simulated. A lamp is placed by the side of the subject 465

to create the unbalanced lighting environment. The images 466

with different distances to the background and illumination 467

conditions are shown in figure 5. 468

We use illuminance, defined as the total luminous flux 469

incident on a surface per unit area, to represent the inten- 470

sity of light. Illuminance measures how much incident light 471

illuminates the surface. The only ambient light source in the 472

room in the experiment is ceiling lighting. The illuminance 473

meter is put on the top of the face of a subject, which is 474

1http://www.mlclab.org/dataset/FaceLiveFlash.htm
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Fig. 6. Examples of collected images with additional illuminance values of
the target: (a) No extra light; (b) +40lx; (c) +80lx; (d) +120lx; (e) +160lx.

Fig. 7. Examples of real face and different types of attacks: (a) Real face;
(b) Paper photo attack; (c) iPad photo attack; (d) Video attack; (e) 2D mask
attack; (f) Curved mask attack.

parallel to the light source on the ceiling. Without additional475

device, the natural lighting of the subject is approximately476

equal to 40lx. To avoid the discomfort to human eyes, we limit477

the intensity of flash in our proposed method. Four different478

intensity levels of flash are set to increase the illuminance479

of the subject by +40lx, +80lx, +120lx, and +160lx. The480

maximum illuminance adopted by our method, which is 200lx481

(i.e. 40 + 160lx) at 0.6m, is much less than the flash for482

the camera. For example, the illuminance of the flash for483

Sony cameras HVL-F60M [56] and HVL-F43RM [57] are484

approximately 600lx and 400lx respectively at 0.5m. These485

ensure that the proposed method is practical and the intensity486

of flash is within the endurance of human eyes. Images with487

different illuminance values are illustrated in figure 6.488

We simulate five different types of 2D spoofing attacks for489

each person: 1) the photo attack on the A4 sized photographic490

paper (paper photo attack), 2) the photo attack displayed491

on iPad with 1024 × 768 px screen (iPad photo attack),492

3) a video (30 fps) being played on iPad with 1024 × 768 px493

screen (video attack), 4) the 2D mask attack with the back-494

ground cut out (2D mask attack), and 5) the curved mask495

attack with the background cut out (curved mask attack). The496

examples of a real person and his/her 2D spoofing attacks are497

shown in figure 7.498

For the legitimate user, 2D mask attack and curved mask499

attack, by considering the distance between the background500

and the subject, the ambient illumination, and flash illumina-501

tion, 20 different photos are taken for each person. A total502

of 1000 samples are collected for each of these classes.503

Differently, for paper photo attack, iPad photo attack and video 504

attack, the distance between the background and the subject is 505

not considered since the real background cannot be captured. 506

As a result, only 500 images are collected for each of them. 507

In addition, one thermal image method, which is a hardware 508

based method, is also considered in the experiments. Addi- 509

tional thermal images are collected from 21 subjects by the 510

thermal camera called Seek Thermal Compact XR [58] on 511

a smartphone. The spectral range of the thermal camera is 512

from 7.5 to 14 microns, with 206 × 156 px image resolution. 513

The low-quality thermal camera is considered since its price 514

is much lower than the professional ones. Therefore, it is 515

more likely to be widely adopted in practice. The factors 516

of environmental illumination and background distance are 517

neglected since they do not affect the decision of a thermal 518

image method. As a result, a total of 126 thermal images 519

were taken, including 21 real face and 105 2D spoofing attack 520

samples. 521

Temperature of a subject in the real face samples 522

is 33 - 35 °C. As for a paper photo, which is used in 2D mask 523

and curved mask attack, the temperature of a subject in these 524

attacks is 28 - 30 °C, while the one in iPad photo attack 525

is 30 - 32 °C. To evaluate the robustness of the thermal image 526

method, the attack samples are camouflaged by increasing the 527

temperature of 2D spoofing attack. A hot object (i.e. a heat 528

pack) is put on the top of the papers, the iPads, and the masks 529

used in the 2D spoofing attack before these objects are put 530

in front of the camera, in order to increase the temperature 531

by 2 - 4 °C. As a result, the temperature difference between 532

a real face and the attack is reduced. 533

B. Experimental Setting and Evaluation Criterion 534

The experiments are performed on a computer with 8GB 535

of memory and one Intel processor with i5-4210U cores 536

at 2.40 GHz. A Support Vector Machine (SVM) with the 537

Gaussian kernel implemented by libSVM [59] is applied as 538

the classifier in the experiments. The parameter selection 539

of the penalty coefficient C and Kernel radius γ follow 540

the method of five-fold cross validation using training set 541

based on grid search, which maximizes the classification 542

accuracy. Six methods are selected from different categories 543

of the existing face liveness detection to compare with our 544

proposed method: 1) Traditional LBP method (LBP) [34] 545

in texture-based methods, 2) Eye blinking detection 546

method (EB) [24] in liveness-sign-based methods, 3) Optical 547

Flow Field method (OFF) [22], 4) Diffusion Speed 548

method (DS) [18] in 3D-structure-information-based methods, 549

5) DMD-LBP-SVM method (DLS) [28] in hybrid methods, 550

and 6) thermal image (TI) in hardware-based methods. 551

A preliminary evaluation is run to tune the parameters of all 552

methods aiming to maximize their average accuracies. 553

For each experiment, the five-fold cross validation is 554

applied. The performances of the liveness detection methods 555

are evaluated by the running time and also a commonly 556

used criterion, Half Total Error Rate (HTER). HTER is 557

half of False Rejection Rate (FRR) and False Acceptance 558

Rate (FAR), which are both determined by a threshold τ . 559

FRR and FAR are monotonic increasing and decreasing 560
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Fig. 8. The change of average HTER (%) of the proposed method under
different settings and attack types: (a) Under normal and uneven illuminance;
(b) Under close and far background distance; (c) Under photo & video and
mask attacks.

functions of τ respectively. Larger τ indicates that there is561

a less probability that a spoof face is misclassified as a live562

one, and vice versa. When τ is set to the point where FRR and563

FAR are equal, HTER reaches its minimum. For a dataset D,564

HTER is defined by565

H T E R(τ,D) = F RR(τ,D) + F AR(τ,D)

2
, (9)566

where the range of HTER is from 0 to 1. Lower HTER567

indicates that the system performs better.568

C. Results and Discussion569

In this section, we first discuss how the illuminance of570

the flash affects the performance of our method. Then the571

proposed model is compared with the existing methods in dif-572

ferent scenarios, i.e. normal and uneven illumination, the dis-573

tance between the subject and background, the quality of574

images and the computational complexity. The discriminate575

ability of descriptors used in our method is also evaluated.576

Finally, the performance of the proposed method with the577

partial knowledge on the type of attacks is discussed.578

1) Proposed Method With Different Flash Light579

Illuminance: This section evaluates how the parameter,580

the additional illuminance value on the subject increased581

by flash, affects the performance of the proposed model in582

different environmental conditions. For each illuminance value583

and environmental setting, an SVM classifier is trained to584

distinguish the legitimate users from one type of 2D spoofing585

attacks. The average performance of the proposed model in586

different scenarios such as the normal and uneven ambient587

illuminance, close and far background distance, and photo &588

video and mask attacks are shown in figure 8. The x-axis589

and y-axis of the figures represent the additional illuminance590

values on the subject caused by flash and the average591

HTER respectively.592

In all cases, the values of HTER of the proposed model593

decreases with the increase of the additional illuminance on594

the subject. There is no noticeable difference on the increase595

rates in normal and uneven ambient illumination since flash596

reduces the influence of the uneven ambient to the detection.597

However, as the difference between a subject and a background598

increases by flash, HTER drops more gently in the close599

distance scenario than the ones in the far distance scenario.600

As mentioned, detection on mask attacks is more difficult601

than photo and video attacks since the real background is602

not blocked by mask attacks. By increasing illuminance, more603

detail of a mask can be captured. This information is useful 604

to distinguish a mask from a real face. That is why the 605

improvement in the detection of the mask attacks is more 606

significant than that of photo and video attacks. 607

The results suggest that using a flash light is useful to 608

distinguish 2D spoofing attacks from the legitimate users. 609

Moreover, flash with higher intensity improves the accuracy 610

of the proposed model. This finding is consistent with our 611

explanation of adding flash light in our model in Section III-B. 612

On the other hand, strong flash light will cause the eyes of the 613

users uncomfortable. This parameter is a trade-off between 614

the effectiveness of the liveness detection system and its 615

user friendliness. Two flash settings, i.e. +120lx and +160lx 616

shown in figures 6d and 6e, are chosen for the comparison 617

experiments in Sec IV-C.2 and Sect. IV-C.3 to illustrate the 618

performance of our methods using different settings. 619

2) Comparison With Existing Methods Under Different 620

Attacks: Our proposed methods with +120lx and +160lx, 621

and the five software-based face liveness detection methods, 622

including Traditional LBP method (LBP), Eye blinking detec- 623

tion method (EB), Optical Flow Field method (OFF), Diffusion 624

Speed method (DS), DMD-LBP-SVM method (DLS), and one 625

hardware-based method, i.e. thermal image (TI), are evaluated 626

under the 2D spoofing attacks in different environmental 627

settings. 628

The Student’s t-test is conducted to evaluate the confidence 629

level on the difference between the performance of our meth- 630

ods and others. The values of HTER of these experimental 631

results are shown in Table II. 632

The experimental results indicate that the proposed method 633

with +160lx has the lowest HTER under any type of attack. 634

Moreover, most of the results show that the difference of 635

our method with +160lx and others is statistically significant. 636

On the other hand, our method with +120lx is slightly worse 637

than the one with +160lx in general. These results are consis- 638

tent with the previous section. Although a soft flash is used, 639

the method with +120lx is still better than the comparison 640

methods in most cases. The results suggest that the use of 641

the flash light improves the 2D spoofing attack detection. The 642

intensity of flash is an important parameter which significantly 643

affects the accuracy of our method. 644

The proposed method with +160lx is statistically more 645

significant than others in normal illumination with 95% con- 646

fidence. Although the uneven illumination downgrades the 647

performance of all methods, both of our methods obtain 648

lower HTER in comparison with other methods, except the 649

method with +120lx under iPad photo and 2D mask in the 650

close background distance setting. It indicates that our model 651

is robust in different ambient illuminations. One possible 652

explanation is that the influence of the ambient illumination is 653

reduced since the illuminance of the additional flash light is 654

much stronger. In contrast, the EB method is the most sensitive 655

to the ambient illumination change since the detection of eye 656

blinking requires a clear image of the eyes. 657

Since EB, OFF and DLS methods only rely on the face 658

region, their performances are independent of the distance 659

between the subject and the background. HTER of all methods 660

with far background distance are generally lower than the 661
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TABLE II

AVERAGE HTER (%) OF THE PROPOSED MODELS WITH +120lx AND +160lx, AND THE COMPARISON METHODS IN DIFFERENT ENVIRONMENTAL
SETTINGS (N: NORMAL AMBIENT ILLUMINANCE, U: UNEVEN AMBIENT ILLUMINANCE, C: CLOSE BACKGROUND DISTANCE,

F: FAR BACKGROUND DISTANCE, AVG: AVERAGE HTER OF ALL SETTINGS)

ones with close background distance. It is because the depth662

information is more easily detected with the increase of the663

background distance. In both scenarios, the proposed models664

maintain stable and satisfying performance.665

The significant temperature difference between a real face666

and the spoofing attacks causes TI to achieve a satisfying667

performance and the result is more accurate than other existing668

face liveness detection methods. However, HTER of TI is669

still lower than the one for our proposed methods. Moreover,670

if an adversary raises the temperature of the object in order671

to reduce the difference between a real face and the attack,672

HTER of TI increases dramatically. The results are shown in673

the row of TIat t in Table II. It indicates a security hole of674

TI which should be further studied to increase its robustness675

in an adversarial environment.676

We further investigate whether or not the use of flash image677

will improve the accuracy of a face liveness detection method.678

HTER of LBP and DS are compared with the one of LBP679

and DS on flash images (LBP_F (+120lx), LBP_F (+160lx),680

DS_F (+120lx), and DS_F (+160lx)), combination of LBP681

and LBP_F with average fusion (LBP+LBP_F (+120lx),682

LBP+LBP_F (+160lx)) with average fusion, and combination683

of DS and DS_F with average fusion (DS+DS_F (+120lx), 684

DS+DS_F (+160lx)) in Table II. 685

The experimental results show that the method using only 686

flash images is not consistently better the one with non-flash 687

images. For LBP, flash images improve the detection of photo 688

and video attacks, i.e. the average HTER on photo and video 689

attacks of LBP_F is lower than 1.46 under normal ambient 690

illuminance. However, LBP with flash images becomes less 691

accurate on 2D and curved mask attacks than LBP with non- 692

flash images. In 8 out of 14 cases, LBP_F with +120lx and 693

+160lx flash images is better than LBP. It is 7 out of 14 cases 694

for LBP_F with +160lx flash images. However, the average 695

HTER of LBP (2.73) is slightly lower than the one of LBP_F 696

(3.07 for +120 and 3.47 for +160). This indicates that LBP 697

with flash images is not robust consistently, which explains 698

why additional structure features are considered in our pro- 699

posed method. For DS, the contribution of flash images is less 700

insignificant. Only 3 out of 14 cases and 1 out of 14 cases 701

show that DS_F (+120lx) and DS_F (+160lx) are better than 702

DS with 95% significant confidence. This may be because 703

DS focuses on weak light diffusion on a human face, which 704

becomes difficult to capture with flash. 705
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Fig. 9. Average HTER (%) of the proposed methods with +120lx and
+160lx, and the comparison methods on images contaminated by the white
noise with difference variances.

While considering the fusion of the methods with flash and706

non-flash images, HTER of LBP+LBP_F and DS+DS_F is707

significantly lower than the one for LBP, DS, LBP_F and708

DS_F generally. The results suggest the importance of consid-709

ering both flash and non-flash images. The utilization of both710

images may provide a useful comparison to indicate whether711

the subject is from a spoofing attack. Although LBP+LBP_F712

and DS+DS_F achieves relatively good performance, their713

HTER is higher than the one for our methods (both with714

+120lx and +160lx) in all cases except video attack under715

normal and uneven illuminance, and 2D mask under illumi-716

nance for close background distance.717

In summary, the experimental results demonstrate that the718

proposed method with +160lx successfully outperforms other719

comparison methods under various types of spoofing attacks.720

Although a flash with lower intensity is used, our method with721

+120lx still achieves satisfying results which are better than722

other methods generally. The performance of our method is723

also less sensitive to different environmental factors including724

the background distance and the ambient illuminance.725

3) Comparison With Existing Methods With Noisy Images:726

The robustness of the face liveness detection to noisy images727

is evaluated. Only the close background distance and normal728

ambient illuminance are considered in this comparison. The729

average HTER of the detection method for all five types of730

attacks is calculated. All detection methods are trained with731

untainted training set. The white Gaussian noise with the732

variance = 0.01, 0.09, 0.25 and 1, and the mean = 0 are733

added to each testing sample, which has been normalized to734

the interval [0, 1]. The examples of the noisy images are shown735

in figure 10.736

The experimental results shown in figure 9 suggest that the737

performances of all methods suffer from the noise, i.e. HTER738

increases with the noise. There is no significant difference739

between the performance of our methods with +120lx and740

+160lx on images with the white noise with different vari-741

ances. They achieve the most robust performance among all742

methods. As real faces and 2D spoofing attacks are clearly743

Fig. 10. Examples of noise images with different variances: (a) 0; (b) 0.01;
(c) 0.09; (d) 0.25; (e) 1.

TABLE III

AVERAGE RUNNING TIME OF FEATURE EXTRACTION AND

CLASSIFICATION FOR THE PROPOSED METHOD

AND COMPARISON METHODS

separated in our system, the white noise with large variance 744

does not affect our results dramatically, i.e. their HTER values 745

increase slightly with the increase of variance of the white 746

noise. The results indicate that our model is robust to the 747

while noise even though only flash with weak intensity is used. 748

HTER of TI, DS, DLS and LBP increases more slowly than 749

EB and OFF. Since EB and OFF highly depend on pixel-level 750

analysis, they are noise sensitive. This observation agrees with 751

the result in the previous section. 752

4) Computational Complexity: The computational complex- 753

ity of the methods in terms of the average running time of 754

feature extraction and the classification are given in Table III. 755

The proposed method has the lowest computational complexity 756

of feature extraction since only LBP_FI as well as the standard 757

deviation and mean values are extracted. As different from 758

the traditional LBP method which extracts the value from the 759

whole picture, LBP_FI of our model only measures the face 760

region which is much smaller than the original image. EB and 761

DLS cost the most extraction time because complicated fea- 762

tures are extracted from hundreds of frames. As the extraction 763

of LBP and intensity histogram is required for TI, its time 764

complexity is slightly larger than the one of the proposed 765

method. The classification times of all methods are similar 766

except EB and OFF since they only consider a single, one- 767

dimensional feature. In conclusion, although two images are 768

processed in our method, its time complexity is still relatively 769

low in comparison with other detection methods. 770

5) Effectiveness of the Descriptors of the Proposed Method: 771

The discriminant ability of the descriptors in the proposed 772

method is evaluated in this section. A classifier is trained using 773

one combination of features each time. The settings such as 774

the close background distance, normal ambient illuminance 775

and +120lx additional illuminance are considered in this 776

experiment. From the results given in Table IV, LBP_FI is 777

the most critical descriptor which affects the performance of 778
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TABLE IV

AVERAGE HTER (%) OF THE PROPOSED MODEL WITH +120lx AND DIFFERENT FEATURE COMBINATIONS IN THE CLOSE BACKGROUND
DISTANCE AND NORMAL AMBIENT ILLUMINANCE. DESCRIPTOR: 1© LBP_FI, 2© SD_FIC, 3© M_BIC AND 4© SD_BIC

TABLE V

AVERAGE HTER (%) OF THE PROPOSED MODELS WITH +120lx USING

LBP_FI, DS_FI AND DOG_FI IN THE CLOSE BACKGROUND
DISTANCE AND NORMAL AMBIENT ILLUMINANCE

DESCRIPTOR: 1© LBP_FI, 2© SD_FIC,
3© M_BIC AND 4© SD_BIC,

5© DS_FI, 6© DOG_FI

the proposed model significantly. HTER of classifiers with779

any combination containing LBP_FI is lower than 6.7%.780

Furthermore, M_BIC also plays an important role in detecting781

attack of iPad and video where HTER of the classifiers with782

any combination of M_BIC is lower than 3.33%. It may be783

because the severe reflection of an iPad screen increases the784

mean value of the background region, which makes these two785

types of attacks more differentiable from normal faces. The786

descriptors SD_FIC and SD_BIC perform badly individually.787

For instance, the HTER of using only SD_FIC and SD_BIC is788

larger than 11% and 12% respectively for all attacks. However,789

HTER of our model using all descriptors is the lowest in each790

row, which suggests that although an individual descriptor may791

not perform well, it works well with other descriptors as a792

group and every one of them has a positive impact on the793

2D spoofing attack detection.794

Our model is also evaluated using other descriptors. LBP,795

which plays a key role in our model, is replaced by more796

advanced features, i.e. DS [18] and DoG [14]. Similar to797

LBP_FI described in Sec III-A.1, DS and DoG are applied to798

the image with flash in our model, named DS_FI and DoG_FI.799

Table V shows HTER of our original model, and our revised800

models in which LBP_FI is replaced by DS_FI and DoG_FI.801

As DS focuses on the structure difference of the sub-802

ject’s face, our method using DS_FI has more satisfying803

performance under paper photo and 2D mask attacks than804

our original method. However, our original model achieves805

lower HTER than DS_FI in other attacks. On the other hand,806

the models using LBP_FI are better in photo attacks but worse807

TABLE VI

AVERAGE HTER (%) OF OUR METHOD WITH +120lx TRAINED

WITH DIFFERENT KINDS OF ATTACKS

in video and mask attacks than the ones using DoG_FI. The 808

difference on HTER of the models using LBP_FI, DS_FI, and 809

DoG_FI is less than 1%, i.e. they have similar performance. 810

However, by considering its short feature extraction time, 811

LBP_FI is a suitable feature for our model. 812

6) Partial Knowledge on the Attack Types: The face liveness 813

detection may be invaded by an unseen attack in reality. In this 814

section, we assume that the defenders know a 2D spoofing 815

attack is used but not the type. The proposed method is 816

trained by one of the attacks and then is evaluated by another. 817

We consider the scenario with the close background distance 818

and normal environmental illuminance. +120lx additional 819

illuminance is used in our model. The results are displayed 820

in Table VI. Each row represents our method trained by one 821

type of attack while each column is the evaluation using the 822

test set with another type of attack. When all types of attacks 823

are used in the training (test) phase, the row and the column 824

are named by “All”. 825

The performance of our method drops when the training and 826

test set contain different types of attacks. The five 2D spoofing 827

attacks applied in the experiment can be categorized into two 828

types: 1) photo & video attack, and 2) mask attack. When the 829

attacks in the training and test set are in the same category, 830

our method maintains a good performance. However, HTER of 831

our model is larger when the training and test set are different, 832

except 2D mask attack. For example, for the model using a 833

training set with paper photo attack, its HTER on the test set 834

with iPad photo attack (2.73%) is much lower than the one 835

with 2D mask attack (7.31%). The classifier using a training 836

set with 2D mask attack detects paper photo attack more accu- 837

rately than 2D mask attack in the test phase. This is mainly 838

because paper photo attack is similar to 2D mask attack but 839

easier to be identified. This observation in general agrees with 840

other classification problems, namely, the similarity between 841

training and test sets affects the performance of detection. 842
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When the proposed method is trained by using all kinds843

of attacks, the performance of classifying each attack is844

satisfying, which is slightly worse than the one trained with845

the same attack. Moreover, the HTER value of classifying846

all attacks is 0.0%, which is the lowest value among all847

methods trained with one attack. This result demonstrates that848

our method can handle a complicated situation arising from849

several kinds of attacks. If all kinds of 2D spoofing attacks850

are obtained in advance, our method can protect the system851

effectively.852

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK853

A face liveness detection method against 2D spoofing attack854

using flash is proposed in this paper. The descriptors of the855

texture (i.e. LBP_FI) and structure analysis (i.e. SD_FIC,856

M_BIC and SD_BIC) are carefully designed to capture the857

difference from two images of the subject, one with flash and858

the other without flash. Our method has satisfying performance859

because flash enhances the differences between legitimate860

users and attacks. The conceptual discussion is also given861

based on the Lambertian reflectance law. In contrast to the862

existing methods, the proposed model combines the advantage863

of the software and hardware approaches which are high864

accuracy, high robustness, low computational complexity and865

low setup cost.866

A dataset containing 50 subjects with 2D spoofing attacks,867

including paper photo, iPad photo, video, 2D mask and curved868

mask attack, are collected. In order to compare with the869

thermal image method, thermal images of 21 subjects with real870

and five types of attacks are also collected. Our method is also871

compared experimentally with five software-based and one872

hardware-based liveness detection methods. The experimental873

results show that the proposed method is better in terms of874

accuracy and running time. In addition, the robustness of our875

method to noisy images and different environmental settings876

including the background distance and ambient illuminance is877

better than other methods.878

The tradeoff of the superiority of our method is the instal-879

lation of an additional hardware, i.e. flash. It may limit880

the applications of our method, e.g. frontal flash is not a881

necessary device for a smartphone. However, different from882

other hardware-based methods, it may not be a serious issue883

since the installation cost of a flash is low in comparison with884

other hardware used, e.g. a thermal camera. Moreover, flash885

becomes more popular and can be found in many systems886

recently, e.g. frontal flash is more popular recently due to the887

popularity of the selfie.888

Although the illuminance of flash in our current model889

is no harm to human eyes and it is also much lower than890

the illuminance of flash used in a camera, user comfort is a891

concern. A possible solution to overcome this limitation is to892

adjust the angle of flash on a subject. If flash is not installed893

at the eye level, the lighting of flash will not directly irritate894

human eyes and a subject will feel more comfortable. The895

angle of flash should be determined according to not only the896

detection accuracy but also installation difficulty. Other robust897

features may be considered in our model due to the change of898

lighting angle.899

With the promising results obtained in this study of using 900

flash in against 2D spoofing attack, one possible future work 901

is to focus on exploring the performance of the proposed 902

model on the detection of more advanced attacks, such as, the 903

3D spoofing attacks, for instance, rigid 3D mask and 3D face 904

models with various expressions. The reflected light from a 905

real face and a 3D mask is expected to be different since 906

they have different surface reflectivity. Moreover, the texture 907

detail of the 3D masks may also be enhanced by the flash. 908

As a result, the additional lighting should be useful to separate 909

legitimate users from the attacks if suitable descriptors can be 910

identified. 911
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Face Liveness Detection Using a Flash
Against 2D Spoofing Attack

Patrick P. K. Chan, Member, IEEE, Weiwen Liu, Danni Chen, Daniel S. Yeung, Fellow, IEEE,

Fei Zhang , Xizhao Wang, Fellow, IEEE, and Chien-Chang Hsu, Member, IEEE

Abstract— Face recognition technique has been widely applied1

to personal identification systems due to its satisfying perfor-2

mance. However, its security may be a crucial issue, since many3

studies have shown that face recognition systems may be vulner-4

able in an adversarial environment, in which an adversary can5

camouflage as a legitimate user in order to mislead the system.6

Although face liveness detection methods have been proposed to7

distinguish real and fake faces, they are either time-consuming,8

costly, or sensitive to noise and illumination. This paper proposes9

a face liveness detection method with flash against 2D spoofing10

attack. Flash not only can enhance the differentiation between11

legitimate and illegitimate users, but it also reduces the influence12

of environmental factors. Two images are taken from a subject,13

one with flash and another without flash. Four texture and14

2D structure descriptors with low computational complexity are15

used to capture information of the two images in our model.16

Advantages of our method include low installation cost of flash17

and no user cooperation required. A data set of 50 subjects18

collected under different scenarios is used in the experiments to19

evaluate the proposed method. The experimental results indicate20

that the proposed model performs better than existing liveness21

detection methods in different environmental scenarios. This22

paper confirms that the use of flash successfully improves face23

liveness detection in terms of accuracy, robustness, and running24

time.25

Index Terms— Face liveness detection, 2D spoofing attack, flash26

light, adversarial learning.27

I. INTRODUCTION28

B IOMETRIC technology has been used widely in per-29

sonal identification applications. As compared with30

the traditional security methods like passcodes, biometric31
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technology brings about convenience which uses human intrin- 32

sic characteristics for individual identification [1], [2]. Face 33

recognition is one of the most common biometric features 34

because information from the face can be extracted easily 35

without any physical contact. It has been successfully demon- 36

strated in many personal identification applications, e.g. law 37

enforcement, surveillance, information security, smart card 38

authentication and entertainment [3]–[7]. 39

Since traditional face recognition systems do not consider 40

the existence of an adversary, many studies have revealed that 41

these systems are vulnerable to spoofing attacks [8]–[10] in 42

which an attacker obtains an illegitimate access to a system by 43

camouflaging as an authorized person. A well-known example 44

is a 2D spoofing attack, which misleads a system by using a 45

2D facial duplicate of a valid user. As an image or a video of a 46

person is easily obtainable and highly reproducible [11], [12], 47

2D spoofing attack is one of the most common attacks. There 48

are three types of 2D spoofing attacks, namely photo attack, 49

video attack and mimic mask attack. Photo attack evades the 50

detection by using a picture of a legitimate user on a piece 51

of paper [13], [14], or an electronic screen [15], while video 52

attack misleads the system by using a video of an authorized 53

person on electronic devices [16], [17]. In mimic mask attack, 54

an adversary camouflages as an authorized person by wearing 55

a 2D mask [18]. 56

Face liveness detection [19], which is also referred to 57

face spoofing detection, has been devised to defend against 58

2D spoofing attack. Face liveness detection determines 59

whether an image is taken from a real or fake subject before 60

face recognition process starts. Suspected images are filtered 61

and will not be passed to the recognition system. 62

Previous works on face liveness detection mainly focus 63

on software-based methods which analyze liveness clues, 64

including texture [20], [21], structure information [22], [23] 65

and liveness sign [24], of the subjects, and quality of cap- 66

tured images [15], [25], [26]. These methods are generally 67

sensitive to environmental factors [19], [27], for instance, 68

bad illumination condition and noisy images. Thus, their 69

detection accuracy decreases significantly under such circum- 70

stances. In addition, computational complexity of calculating 71

some liveness clue is high, e.g. facial dynamic is calculated 72

based on consecutive frames [28]. Although asking users to 73

speak [29] or shake their heads [30] improves the accuracy of 74

the detection, it also reduces efficiency due to longer detection 75

duration and uncooperative users. On the other hand, a device 76

is embedded in a recognition system in hardware-based 77

methods [31], [32] to capture additional information of the 78

1556-6013 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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TABLE I

SUMMARY OF EXISTING METHODS AGAINST 2D SPOOFING ATTACK

subjects, e.g. temperature. Nevertheless, some of the additional79

hardware is costly and difficult to install. Our preliminary80

study [33], which only analyzes the difference of the hair81

on foreheads between real and fake faces, showed that flash82

increases the differentiation between a legitimate person and83

the 2D spoofing attack. However, the study only focused on84

video attack in a particular environmental setting in which85

the ambient illumination is normal, and the distance between86

the camera and the background is short. The usefulness of87

flash on detecting other 2D spoofing attacks remains unclear.88

Moreover, the proposed model is sensitive to the hair on89

the forehead and may not be practical since users have90

different hair styles. Therefore in this paper we provide a91

complete investigation on how the use of flash can improve92

2D spoofing attack detection. The literature review of face93

liveness detection and also 2D spoofing attack is introduced94

in Section II.95

In Section III, a model of face liveness detection using96

flash to defend against photo, video and also mimic mask97

attacks will be elaborated. In the proposed model, a pair of98

images is taken from a subject in the detection, one with99

flash and the other without flash. Features of our method are100

carefully designed in order to provide accurate and robust101

prediction with low time complexity. The descriptor based on102

uniform local binary patterns is applied to measure the textural103

information from the face, and another three descriptors are104

proposed to capture the structure information of a face using105

the standard deviation and the mean of grayscale difference106

between the images with and without flash.107

Then, the subject is classified as either legitimate or mali-108

cious class based on the difference between the images109

with and without flash measured by the four descriptors.110

Unlike hardware-based methods, our method requires only111

flash which is economical and easy to install in existing face112

recognition systems. The proposed method is expected to be113

more accurate and robust than the software-based method since 114

flash enhances the differentiation between real and fake faces 115

and reduces the influence of ambient illumination. In addition, 116

the time complexity of extracting the four descriptors is 117

low and no user cooperation is required. Our method takes 118

advantage of both software and hardware based methods. 119

The discussion on the reasons why considering the difference 120

between the images with and without flash is helpful in face 121

liveness detection based on the Lambertian reflectance law is 122

also provided. 123

In Section IV, the performance of the proposed model is 124

then evaluated and compared with other well-known face live- 125

ness detection methods under different environmental settings, 126

including background distance and ambient illumination. The 127

procedure of the dataset collection is also described. Finally, 128

the conclusion and future work are given in Section V. 129

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 130

Existing face liveness detection methods against the 131

2D spoofing attack are briefly introduced in this section. 132

According to the requirement of an additional device, face 133

liveness detection methods can be categorized into software- 134

based and hardware-based method respectively. The pros and 135

cons in accuracy, time complexity, implementation cost and 136

convenience to users will also be discussed. Table I summa- 137

rizes the existing 2D spoofing attack detection methods. 138

Software-based method is the most widely used face live- 139

ness detection method. It determines whether a target is of 140

the real face based on the information of the captured images, 141

that is, the texture, structure information, liveness sign and 142

image quality, without using additional hardware device. The 143

light reflection of real human skin is different from the one 144

displayed on a 2D-planar object, i.e. a paper or a mobile, 145

in 2D spoofing attack. This difference in the visual and tactile 146

quality is captured by texture-based methods. The well-known 147
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example is local binary patterns (LBP) [34] which labels148

the pixels of an image by thresholding the neighborhood of149

each pixel to represent the local texture information with the150

property of invariance to monotonic grayscale transformation.151

Generally, an image can be divided into several blocks, and152

LBP histograms are extracted individually. For each block,153

the LBP code of a pixel (xc, yc) is calculated using bilinearly154

interpolating values at non-integer sampling points in its155

neighborhood, as shown in (1).156

L B PP,R(xc, yc) =
P−1∑

i=0

g(pi − pc) × 2i , (1)157

where pc is the gray value of the pixel (xc, yc) and pi refers158

to the gray value of the i th pixel. P and R are parameters159

of LBP, which represent P sampling points on a clock-160

wise circle of radius R for each pixel’s neighborhood. The161

function g(z) is a threshold function, which outputs 1 when162

z is non-negative; otherwise, outputs 0. The occurrences of163

LBP codes are represented by a histogram. The numbers of164

occurrence are applied as input vectors for training.165

The advanced LBP feature, referred to uniform LBP fea-166

ture [34] (L B Pu2
P,R), is also proposed to reduce the dimen-167

sionality of the original LBP feature, which has been widely168

adopted in face liveness detection recently. An LBP code is169

uniform if it contains at most two bitwise transitions from170

0 to 1 or vice versa. Each uniform LBP code is considered171

individually, and the rest of the non-uniform ones are grouped172

into one bin in the histogram. As a result, time complexity is173

significantly reduced since the non-uniform LBP codes are174

ignored. Another example of texture-based methods is the175

color texture of analyzing both luminance and chrominance176

channels which also exhibit effectiveness in 2D spoofing177

detection [35]. Difference of Gaussians (DoG) [14], which178

is a bandpass filter considering two Gaussian functions with179

different variances, has also been applied to improve the180

accuracy of the face liveness detection by removing the variant181

lighting in a face image. Fourier analysis [20] measures the182

frequency domain of face images, which is another texture183

information. The major drawback of a texture-based method184

is that its performance is highly affected by illumination185

condition and the quality of the input image [27]. Although186

the implementation cost and the time complexity are relatively187

low, some unexpected factors like uneven illumination and188

camera noise can degrade the performance significantly.189

Structure information, which reveals information of the190

3D structure of a subject from the projected 2D image, is also191

used in some detection methods. Illumination of 2D surface192

diffuses more slowly than that of 3D since its intensity is more193

evenly distributed. Diffusion is measured by the features of194

local speed patterns for the Diffusion Speed method (DS) [18]195

in order to detect a live face. Thus it is faster due to non-196

uniformity of the 3D surface. In addition, the depth of a197

face is analyzed by the facial feature trajectories [23] and the198

defocusing technique [18], which is a common technique for199

structure information. Several works on different movement200

patterns of 2D planes and 3D objects by optical flow fields201

are also captured [22], [36], [37]. The major drawbacks of202

these methods are high time complexity, sensitivity to the 203

illumination and the quality of the images [36]. 204

Some studies which focus on liveness sign, usually refer to 205

the natural human movements. For example, eye blinking [24], 206

[38], [39], head rotation [30] and lip movement [40] are 207

common ones. Obviously, methods of this kind are designed 208

specifically for image attacks. However, video attack is able 209

to evade these methods easily [45], [46]. Moreover, a video 210

has to be stored in order to detect a particular movement. This 211

kind of method usually requires a longer detection time, and 212

also larger space and computational complexity. 213

The quality of a face image in a 2D spooking attack may 214

degrade since the face image is obtained by recapturing from 215

photos and videos. Image quality has been used as an indicator 216

in face liveness detection. For instance, the difference of 217

specularity spatial distribution between a recaptured image 218

and its original image [25], the distortion of a spoof attack 219

image with respect to specular reflection, blurriness, chromatic 220

moment, and color diversity [41], and the image quality based 221

on 25 metrics [26] are studied. High Definition (HD) camera 222

and display increase the resolution of mimic, which may 223

increase the difficulty of detection by image quality analysis. 224

Some methods are also proposed by using different kinds 225

of features in order to achieve higher accuracy. For instance, 226

the features of liveness sign and texture of sequential image 227

frames are used in dynamic mode decomposition (DMD) [28]. 228

The model applies eye blinking, lip motion, facial expression 229

change as well as LBP features to distinguish legitimate users 230

from 2D spoofing attack. Another example is to apply eye 231

blinking and background context texture to detect spoofing 232

attack [45]. Although the time complexity is higher, the detec- 233

tion is usually more accurate. 234

In contrast, hardware-based methods require extra hardware 235

to measure the additional information of subjects other than 236

the camera of the face recognition system. A thermal camera, 237

which has been successfully applied to face recognition [47], 238

captures temperature and reflectance distribution of a subject. 239

The Intensity and Texture Encoder (ITE) features [42] con- 240

taining LBP and intensity histogram to detect non-biometric 241

patches are extracted from a thermal image; a 3D camera 242

or multiple 2D cameras [43] can be used to generate the 243

3D model of the subject; and a light field camera captures 244

the light distribution of the subject [44]. Although hardware- 245

based methods usually outperform software-based methods, 246

the setup cost of extra devices is also much higher [1], [3]. 247

Some detection methods need the cooperation of users. 248

The users have to complete certain tasks during the detection 249

process. For example, the user is required to speak for the 250

audio-visual matching process [29], [48], [49], and to rotate 251

the head for the 3D structure recovering process [50]. These 252

methods achieve more accurate results at the cost of user 253

inconvenience. However, the detection time needed is normally 254

longer than that without user cooperation requirement. 255

III. LIVENESS DETECTION METHOD BASED 256

ON FLASH AND NO FLASH IMAGE PAIRS 257

The proposed liveness detection method which takes advan- 258

tages of both software and hardware based methods is 259
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Fig. 1. Examples of result of the face and the background extraction. The
center rectangle and the rectangles on both sides of each image are the face
and the background region: (a) Non-flash image; (b) Flash image.

introduced in this section. An additional device, flash,260

is applied to enhance the performance of the software based261

method which considers the texture analysis and the structure262

information. The underlying principle is to magnify the differ-263

ences between real face and fake face displayed in 2D media264

by using flash.265

During the detection, two images with and without flash,266

denoted as I f and In , are taken for the subject. We identify the267

rectangle regions for the face and the background defined by268

the pixels in the upper right corner and in the lower left corner269

of the region in In . The face region I F
n is firstly determined.270

We apply the split up Sparse Network of Winnows (SNoW)271

classifier [51], one of the efficient face identification methods272

based on Successive Mean Quantization Transform. Two back-273

ground regions, denoted as I BG
n , are therefore located based274

on the face region. Specifically, the upper right corner and the275

lower left corner of the rectangle region of the right I BG
n are276

defined by the upper right corner of In and 20 pixels to the277

right of the right corner of I F
n to avoid the hair of a subject278

being selected. The left I BG
n is defined similarly. Finally,279

I F
f and I BG

f are extracted from I f according to the locations280

of I F
n and I BG

n respectively. Examples of the result of the face281

and background extraction are shown in figure 1.282

Four carefully designed descriptors including LBP_FI,283

SD_FIC, M_BIC and SD_BIC are extracted from both regions284

of the face and the background. These descriptors should285

be able to distinguish legitimate users and the common286

2D spoofing attack efficiently, accurately and robustly. The287

photo attack printed on a paper, the photo attack displayed on288

iPad, the video attack, the 2D mask attack and the curved mask289

attack are considered. The curved mask attack is considered as290

an extension of a 2D attack since it misleads the recognition291

system by holding the 2D mask curly. It is more difficult292

to detect the curved mask attack than the 2D mask attack293

since the curved mask covers the face more tightly than the294

2D mask attack. The descriptors are input as features to a295

classifier for detection. The procedure for feature extraction of296

the proposed model is described in Algorithm 1. A real face297

can be distinguished from a fake one by a classifier using the298

Algorithm 1 Procedure of Feature Extraction of the Proposed
Model
Input: In : the non-flash image; I f : the flash image
Output: LBP_FI, SD_FIC, M_BIC and SD_BIC descriptors
1: identify I F

n and I BG
n from In based on a face identification

method;
2: identify I F

f and I BG
f according to the locations of I F

n and
I BG
n respectively;

3: extract descriptor LBP_FI from I F
n ;

4: DF = I F
f − I F

n ;
5: descriptor SD_FIC = std(DF );
6: calculate DBG = I BG

f − I BG
n ;

7: descriptor M_BIC = mean(DBG);
8: descriptor SD_BIC = std(DBG).

extracted features. Support Vector Machine (SVM) is used in 299

our model due to its simplicity and satisfying performance in 300

a two-class classification problem. 301

In this section, the four descriptors are firstly introduced in 302

Section III-A. Then, the underlying rationale of the proposed 303

model is discussed in Section III-B. 304

A. Descriptors of the Model 305

1) Uniform Local Binary Patterns on the Flash 306

Image (LBP_FI) Descriptor: LBP analysis is applied to 307

capture the local texture information of the face region of the 308

image with the flash (I F
f ). The reason of using I F

f only is 309

that the flash increases the detail of the real face but not the 310

fake one due to the difference between 3D and 2D surfaces. 311

As a result, a legitimate user can be distinguished from the 312

camouflaged one. 313

I F
f is firstly separated into nine non-overlapping blocks to 314

obtain the texture information from different regions of the 315

image [21]. The LBP code of the pixel (x, y) in each block 316

is then calculated. In our model, the circle of radius is set 317

to 1 and all neighbor pixels are considered, i.e. P = 8 and 318

R = 1. 319

Since it has been shown that the uniform LBPs account for 320

a bit less than 90% of all patterns in this setting [52], (1) of 321

the LBP code can be simplified as (2). 322

L B P(xc, yc) =
7∑

i=0

g(pi − pc) × 2i . (2) 323

There are totally 59 bins including 58 uniform patterns 324

and the one containing the rest of the non-uniform patterns. 325

The histogram Hi is generated according to L B P(xc, yc) for 326

the i th block, where Hi = (h1, h2, . . . , h59) and h j is the 327

occurrence of a pattern in j th bin. Subsequently, there are a 328

total of 531 (i.e. 9 × 59) values in LBP_FI, as shown in (3). 329

LBP_FI = (H1, H2, · · · , H9) = (h1, h2, · · · , h531). (3) 330

2) Standard Deviation of Face Intensity Change (SD_FIC) 331

Descriptor: SD_FIC measures the grayscale intensity change 332

of the face region caused by flash. The reflection of flash 333

varies in the real face due to its structure information, i.e. the 334
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Fig. 2. Examples of the face difference images for real face and different
types of attacks: (a) Real face: SD_FIC=39.45; (b) Paper photo attack:
SD_FIC=19.42; (c) iPad photo attack: SD_FIC=18.52; (d) Video
attack: SD_FIC=17.03; (e) 2D mask attack: SD_FIC=30.44; (f) Curved mask
attack: SD_FIC=33.80.

distances between the flash and each part of the face may be335

different. In contrast, the reflected light of a 2D spoofing attack336

is more uniform. As a result, the deviation of the intensity of337

the real person is larger than that of a 2D spoofing attack.338

The standard deviation is applied to capture the change of the339

grayscale intensity in our model, and SD_FIC is defined as340

in (4).341

SD_FIC = σDF =
√∑N

i=1(DF (xi , yi ) − μDF )2

N − 1
, (4)342

where μDF and σDF denote the mean and the standard343

deviation of DF (x, y) respectively, N is the number of pixels344

in the region and DF (x, y) = I F
f (x, y)− I F

n (x, y). The reason345

for deducting the intensity of the image without the flash346

light in DF (x, y) is to reduce the influence to the ambient347

illumination. The examples of DF of the real face and the348

different types of attacks, as well as their SD_FIC values, are349

shown in figure 2. As discussed, the value of SD_FIC of the350

real face is the largest among all cases due to the intensity351

change on the 3D object. The paper photo, 2D mask and352

curved mask attacks have a larger SD_FIC than other types of353

attacks because a bright strip occurs in the face region.354

3) Mean of Background Intensity Change (M_BIC)355

Descriptor: The actual background has been blocked in the356

photo and video attacks. As the captured background on the357

display media is much closer to the camera than the actual358

one, higher intensity of light will be reflected. We propose the359

M_BIC to capture this information, defined as follows:360

M_BIC = μD BG =
∑N

i=1 DBG(xi , yi )

N
, (5)361

where DBG(x, y) = I BG
f (x, y) − I BG

n (x, y), −255 ≤362

DBG ≤ 255 and DBG ∈ Z . Examples of DBG of the real face363

and the different types of attacks are illustrated in figure 3.364

DBG is linearly mapped to a range of 0 to 255 in the365

illustration to avoid the negative value. Therefore, the darker366

area indicates I BG
n is much larger than I BG

f . As different from367

the real face and the two mask attacks, the real background368

Fig. 3. Examples of the background difference images for real face and
different types of attacks: (a) Real face: M_BIC=36.88, SD_BIC=24.02;
(b) Paper photo attack: M_BIC=62.12, SD_BIC=25.81; (c) iPad photo
attack: M_BIC=58.87, SD_BIC=17.13; (d) Video attack: M_BIC=63.24,
SD_BIC=13.11; (e) 2D mask attack: M_BIC=35.57, SD_BIC=37.76;
(f) Curved mask attack: M_BIC=43.88, SD_BIC=33.88.

is blocked in the image with flash for the photo and video 369

attacks. The values of their DBG are much larger than the ones 370

without flash, i.e. their M_BIC values are larger. On the other 371

hand, the real face and the two mask attacks have close M_BIC 372

values because their backgrounds are real and the effect of 373

flash on them is quite similar. 374

4) Standard Deviation of Background Intensity 375

Change (SD_BIC) Descriptor: As different from the 376

photo and video attacks mentioned in the previous section, 377

the actual background is not covered since only the region 378

of a subject’s head is used in the 2D mask attack or curved 379

mask. The light diffusion of masks is different from the 380

one of real face due to the texture and the shape. The light 381

intensity of I BG
f of legitimate and malicious users is different. 382

The variation of the light intensity is measured by 383

SD_BIC = σD BG =
√∑N

i=1(DBG(x, y) − μD BG )2

N − 1
. (6) 384

Figure 3 shows SD_BIC values of the real face is smaller 385

than that of the mask attacks. It is because the light diffusion 386

of the mask is larger than that of the face. Moreover, the hands 387

captured in the curved mask attack also increase its SD_BIC. 388

Due to a 2D planar structure of an iPad and a photo, flash 389

increases the intensity of the background region uniformly in 390

iPad and paper photo attack, i.e. SD_BICs of these attacks 391

are relatively smaller than the ones not covering the real 392

background. 393
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B. Conceptual Discussion394

Assume I (x, y) denotes the intensity or grayscale value of395

the pixel (x, y), where I (x, y) ∈ Z is in [0, 255]. The intensity396

of the image without flash (In) is defined in (7) according to397

the Lambertian reflectance law [53]398

In(x, y) = K La, (7)399

where K ∈ (0, 1) denotes a surface reflectivity at pixel (x, y).400

Larger K indicates more intensive light is reflected from401

the surface. La ∈ (0,∞) is the intensity of the ambient402

illumination. La = 0 indicates the dark environment. The403

model assumes only the ambient light is considered and the404

intensity of the ambient light is a constant at any point and405

direction. Therefore, without any additional lighting, as La is406

the same for any object in the same environment, only K is407

useful for the face liveness detection, i.e. the smoothness of408

a human skin and that of a fake one displayed on 2D planar409

material are different. However, a face liveness detection only410

considering K is sensitive to the quality of images and the411

change of illumination, which has been shown by experiments412

in the previous study [54].413

Based on the Lambertian reflectance law, one additional414

component is added to the intensity of the image with415

flash (I f ) defined in (8). In order to make a difference between416

the scaler and vector multiplication, we omit the dot of the417

scaler multiplication in these two equations.418

I f (x, y) = K La + K L f
N · T

r2 = K La + K L f
cos θ

r2 , (8)419

where L f ∈ (0,∞) denotes the intensity of the flash.420

N is the normal vector to the object surface and T represents421

a normalized light-direction vector, pointing from the object422

surface to the source of flash. θ denotes the angle between423

N and T, θ ∈ [0, 90◦]. r is the distance between the flash424

and the point of the surface. θ as well as r , and I f (x, y) are425

inversely proportional, i.e. larger θ or r decreases I f (x, y).426

Under the same lighting condition (i.e. La and L f are fixed),427

θ and r of subjects are different due to their shapes. As a result,428

not only the texture information but also the structure infor-429

mation will be measured. In our proposed model, the LBP_FI430

descriptor captures the texture information, while SD_FIC,431

M_BIC and SD_BIC measure the structure information. As a432

result, the second term of (8) provides extra information to433

separate the legitimate users from the 2D spoofing attack.434

It explains why our method may be more accurate than the435

ones without flash. In addition, more stable liveness detection436

is expected because of flash, which has a relatively strong437

illumination in comparison with the ambient light, and it438

reduces the influence of ambient illumination.439

IV. DISCUSSION ON EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS440

In this section, the performance of our proposed face441

liveness detection method to encounter different 2D spoofing442

attacks is evaluated and compared with existing methods443

experimentally using the dataset we collected under differ-444

ent scenarios. The procedure of the dataset preparation is445

described at the beginning. Then, the experimental settings446

Fig. 4. Settings of sample collection for our dataset: (a) A real subject;
(b) A fake subject under photo attack.

Fig. 5. Examples of the collected images with different distances under
normal and uneven ambient illuminance: (a) Far distance (15m) under normal
illuminance; (b) Far distance (15m) under uneven illuminance; (c) Close
distance (3m) under normal illuminance; (d) Close distance (3m) under uneven
illuminance.

as well as the evaluation criterion are introduced. Finally, 447

the experimental results are given and discussed. 448

A. Dataset Collection 449

The dataset1 for the face liveness detection containing 450

50 subjects is collected in this paper. The group of subjects 451

consists of 42 male and 8 female with the age from 18 to 21. 452

Each subject is required to sit in front of a web camera 453

(i.e. Microsoft Lifecam Studio [55]). Two images, one with 454

flash and another without flash, are taken within a second. 455

Images with 240 × 360 px are captured, and the face region 456

is around 100 × 100 px. The detailed setting of the sample 457

collection is illustrated in figure 4. 458

The distance between a subject and the camera is 0.6m. The 459

flash is set up right above the camera. The distance between the 460

subject and the background is set at 3m and 15m respectively 461

in order to investigate how the distance to background affects 462

the accuracy of liveness detection. The uneven illumination 463

condition, e.g. the recognition system is next to a window, 464

is also simulated. A lamp is placed by the side of the subject 465

to create the unbalanced lighting environment. The images 466

with different distances to the background and illumination 467

conditions are shown in figure 5. 468

We use illuminance, defined as the total luminous flux 469

incident on a surface per unit area, to represent the inten- 470

sity of light. Illuminance measures how much incident light 471

illuminates the surface. The only ambient light source in the 472

room in the experiment is ceiling lighting. The illuminance 473

meter is put on the top of the face of a subject, which is 474

1http://www.mlclab.org/dataset/FaceLiveFlash.htm
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Fig. 6. Examples of collected images with additional illuminance values of
the target: (a) No extra light; (b) +40lx; (c) +80lx; (d) +120lx; (e) +160lx.

Fig. 7. Examples of real face and different types of attacks: (a) Real face;
(b) Paper photo attack; (c) iPad photo attack; (d) Video attack; (e) 2D mask
attack; (f) Curved mask attack.

parallel to the light source on the ceiling. Without additional475

device, the natural lighting of the subject is approximately476

equal to 40lx. To avoid the discomfort to human eyes, we limit477

the intensity of flash in our proposed method. Four different478

intensity levels of flash are set to increase the illuminance479

of the subject by +40lx, +80lx, +120lx, and +160lx. The480

maximum illuminance adopted by our method, which is 200lx481

(i.e. 40 + 160lx) at 0.6m, is much less than the flash for482

the camera. For example, the illuminance of the flash for483

Sony cameras HVL-F60M [56] and HVL-F43RM [57] are484

approximately 600lx and 400lx respectively at 0.5m. These485

ensure that the proposed method is practical and the intensity486

of flash is within the endurance of human eyes. Images with487

different illuminance values are illustrated in figure 6.488

We simulate five different types of 2D spoofing attacks for489

each person: 1) the photo attack on the A4 sized photographic490

paper (paper photo attack), 2) the photo attack displayed491

on iPad with 1024 × 768 px screen (iPad photo attack),492

3) a video (30 fps) being played on iPad with 1024 × 768 px493

screen (video attack), 4) the 2D mask attack with the back-494

ground cut out (2D mask attack), and 5) the curved mask495

attack with the background cut out (curved mask attack). The496

examples of a real person and his/her 2D spoofing attacks are497

shown in figure 7.498

For the legitimate user, 2D mask attack and curved mask499

attack, by considering the distance between the background500

and the subject, the ambient illumination, and flash illumina-501

tion, 20 different photos are taken for each person. A total502

of 1000 samples are collected for each of these classes.503

Differently, for paper photo attack, iPad photo attack and video 504

attack, the distance between the background and the subject is 505

not considered since the real background cannot be captured. 506

As a result, only 500 images are collected for each of them. 507

In addition, one thermal image method, which is a hardware 508

based method, is also considered in the experiments. Addi- 509

tional thermal images are collected from 21 subjects by the 510

thermal camera called Seek Thermal Compact XR [58] on 511

a smartphone. The spectral range of the thermal camera is 512

from 7.5 to 14 microns, with 206 × 156 px image resolution. 513

The low-quality thermal camera is considered since its price 514

is much lower than the professional ones. Therefore, it is 515

more likely to be widely adopted in practice. The factors 516

of environmental illumination and background distance are 517

neglected since they do not affect the decision of a thermal 518

image method. As a result, a total of 126 thermal images 519

were taken, including 21 real face and 105 2D spoofing attack 520

samples. 521

Temperature of a subject in the real face samples 522

is 33 - 35 °C. As for a paper photo, which is used in 2D mask 523

and curved mask attack, the temperature of a subject in these 524

attacks is 28 - 30 °C, while the one in iPad photo attack 525

is 30 - 32 °C. To evaluate the robustness of the thermal image 526

method, the attack samples are camouflaged by increasing the 527

temperature of 2D spoofing attack. A hot object (i.e. a heat 528

pack) is put on the top of the papers, the iPads, and the masks 529

used in the 2D spoofing attack before these objects are put 530

in front of the camera, in order to increase the temperature 531

by 2 - 4 °C. As a result, the temperature difference between 532

a real face and the attack is reduced. 533

B. Experimental Setting and Evaluation Criterion 534

The experiments are performed on a computer with 8GB 535

of memory and one Intel processor with i5-4210U cores 536

at 2.40 GHz. A Support Vector Machine (SVM) with the 537

Gaussian kernel implemented by libSVM [59] is applied as 538

the classifier in the experiments. The parameter selection 539

of the penalty coefficient C and Kernel radius γ follow 540

the method of five-fold cross validation using training set 541

based on grid search, which maximizes the classification 542

accuracy. Six methods are selected from different categories 543

of the existing face liveness detection to compare with our 544

proposed method: 1) Traditional LBP method (LBP) [34] 545

in texture-based methods, 2) Eye blinking detection 546

method (EB) [24] in liveness-sign-based methods, 3) Optical 547

Flow Field method (OFF) [22], 4) Diffusion Speed 548

method (DS) [18] in 3D-structure-information-based methods, 549

5) DMD-LBP-SVM method (DLS) [28] in hybrid methods, 550

and 6) thermal image (TI) in hardware-based methods. 551

A preliminary evaluation is run to tune the parameters of all 552

methods aiming to maximize their average accuracies. 553

For each experiment, the five-fold cross validation is 554

applied. The performances of the liveness detection methods 555

are evaluated by the running time and also a commonly 556

used criterion, Half Total Error Rate (HTER). HTER is 557

half of False Rejection Rate (FRR) and False Acceptance 558

Rate (FAR), which are both determined by a threshold τ . 559

FRR and FAR are monotonic increasing and decreasing 560
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Fig. 8. The change of average HTER (%) of the proposed method under
different settings and attack types: (a) Under normal and uneven illuminance;
(b) Under close and far background distance; (c) Under photo & video and
mask attacks.

functions of τ respectively. Larger τ indicates that there is561

a less probability that a spoof face is misclassified as a live562

one, and vice versa. When τ is set to the point where FRR and563

FAR are equal, HTER reaches its minimum. For a dataset D,564

HTER is defined by565

H T E R(τ,D) = F RR(τ,D) + F AR(τ,D)

2
, (9)566

where the range of HTER is from 0 to 1. Lower HTER567

indicates that the system performs better.568

C. Results and Discussion569

In this section, we first discuss how the illuminance of570

the flash affects the performance of our method. Then the571

proposed model is compared with the existing methods in dif-572

ferent scenarios, i.e. normal and uneven illumination, the dis-573

tance between the subject and background, the quality of574

images and the computational complexity. The discriminate575

ability of descriptors used in our method is also evaluated.576

Finally, the performance of the proposed method with the577

partial knowledge on the type of attacks is discussed.578

1) Proposed Method With Different Flash Light579

Illuminance: This section evaluates how the parameter,580

the additional illuminance value on the subject increased581

by flash, affects the performance of the proposed model in582

different environmental conditions. For each illuminance value583

and environmental setting, an SVM classifier is trained to584

distinguish the legitimate users from one type of 2D spoofing585

attacks. The average performance of the proposed model in586

different scenarios such as the normal and uneven ambient587

illuminance, close and far background distance, and photo &588

video and mask attacks are shown in figure 8. The x-axis589

and y-axis of the figures represent the additional illuminance590

values on the subject caused by flash and the average591

HTER respectively.592

In all cases, the values of HTER of the proposed model593

decreases with the increase of the additional illuminance on594

the subject. There is no noticeable difference on the increase595

rates in normal and uneven ambient illumination since flash596

reduces the influence of the uneven ambient to the detection.597

However, as the difference between a subject and a background598

increases by flash, HTER drops more gently in the close599

distance scenario than the ones in the far distance scenario.600

As mentioned, detection on mask attacks is more difficult601

than photo and video attacks since the real background is602

not blocked by mask attacks. By increasing illuminance, more603

detail of a mask can be captured. This information is useful 604

to distinguish a mask from a real face. That is why the 605

improvement in the detection of the mask attacks is more 606

significant than that of photo and video attacks. 607

The results suggest that using a flash light is useful to 608

distinguish 2D spoofing attacks from the legitimate users. 609

Moreover, flash with higher intensity improves the accuracy 610

of the proposed model. This finding is consistent with our 611

explanation of adding flash light in our model in Section III-B. 612

On the other hand, strong flash light will cause the eyes of the 613

users uncomfortable. This parameter is a trade-off between 614

the effectiveness of the liveness detection system and its 615

user friendliness. Two flash settings, i.e. +120lx and +160lx 616

shown in figures 6d and 6e, are chosen for the comparison 617

experiments in Sec IV-C.2 and Sect. IV-C.3 to illustrate the 618

performance of our methods using different settings. 619

2) Comparison With Existing Methods Under Different 620

Attacks: Our proposed methods with +120lx and +160lx, 621

and the five software-based face liveness detection methods, 622

including Traditional LBP method (LBP), Eye blinking detec- 623

tion method (EB), Optical Flow Field method (OFF), Diffusion 624

Speed method (DS), DMD-LBP-SVM method (DLS), and one 625

hardware-based method, i.e. thermal image (TI), are evaluated 626

under the 2D spoofing attacks in different environmental 627

settings. 628

The Student’s t-test is conducted to evaluate the confidence 629

level on the difference between the performance of our meth- 630

ods and others. The values of HTER of these experimental 631

results are shown in Table II. 632

The experimental results indicate that the proposed method 633

with +160lx has the lowest HTER under any type of attack. 634

Moreover, most of the results show that the difference of 635

our method with +160lx and others is statistically significant. 636

On the other hand, our method with +120lx is slightly worse 637

than the one with +160lx in general. These results are consis- 638

tent with the previous section. Although a soft flash is used, 639

the method with +120lx is still better than the comparison 640

methods in most cases. The results suggest that the use of 641

the flash light improves the 2D spoofing attack detection. The 642

intensity of flash is an important parameter which significantly 643

affects the accuracy of our method. 644

The proposed method with +160lx is statistically more 645

significant than others in normal illumination with 95% con- 646

fidence. Although the uneven illumination downgrades the 647

performance of all methods, both of our methods obtain 648

lower HTER in comparison with other methods, except the 649

method with +120lx under iPad photo and 2D mask in the 650

close background distance setting. It indicates that our model 651

is robust in different ambient illuminations. One possible 652

explanation is that the influence of the ambient illumination is 653

reduced since the illuminance of the additional flash light is 654

much stronger. In contrast, the EB method is the most sensitive 655

to the ambient illumination change since the detection of eye 656

blinking requires a clear image of the eyes. 657

Since EB, OFF and DLS methods only rely on the face 658

region, their performances are independent of the distance 659

between the subject and the background. HTER of all methods 660

with far background distance are generally lower than the 661
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TABLE II

AVERAGE HTER (%) OF THE PROPOSED MODELS WITH +120lx AND +160lx, AND THE COMPARISON METHODS IN DIFFERENT ENVIRONMENTAL
SETTINGS (N: NORMAL AMBIENT ILLUMINANCE, U: UNEVEN AMBIENT ILLUMINANCE, C: CLOSE BACKGROUND DISTANCE,

F: FAR BACKGROUND DISTANCE, AVG: AVERAGE HTER OF ALL SETTINGS)

ones with close background distance. It is because the depth662

information is more easily detected with the increase of the663

background distance. In both scenarios, the proposed models664

maintain stable and satisfying performance.665

The significant temperature difference between a real face666

and the spoofing attacks causes TI to achieve a satisfying667

performance and the result is more accurate than other existing668

face liveness detection methods. However, HTER of TI is669

still lower than the one for our proposed methods. Moreover,670

if an adversary raises the temperature of the object in order671

to reduce the difference between a real face and the attack,672

HTER of TI increases dramatically. The results are shown in673

the row of TIat t in Table II. It indicates a security hole of674

TI which should be further studied to increase its robustness675

in an adversarial environment.676

We further investigate whether or not the use of flash image677

will improve the accuracy of a face liveness detection method.678

HTER of LBP and DS are compared with the one of LBP679

and DS on flash images (LBP_F (+120lx), LBP_F (+160lx),680

DS_F (+120lx), and DS_F (+160lx)), combination of LBP681

and LBP_F with average fusion (LBP+LBP_F (+120lx),682

LBP+LBP_F (+160lx)) with average fusion, and combination683

of DS and DS_F with average fusion (DS+DS_F (+120lx), 684

DS+DS_F (+160lx)) in Table II. 685

The experimental results show that the method using only 686

flash images is not consistently better the one with non-flash 687

images. For LBP, flash images improve the detection of photo 688

and video attacks, i.e. the average HTER on photo and video 689

attacks of LBP_F is lower than 1.46 under normal ambient 690

illuminance. However, LBP with flash images becomes less 691

accurate on 2D and curved mask attacks than LBP with non- 692

flash images. In 8 out of 14 cases, LBP_F with +120lx and 693

+160lx flash images is better than LBP. It is 7 out of 14 cases 694

for LBP_F with +160lx flash images. However, the average 695

HTER of LBP (2.73) is slightly lower than the one of LBP_F 696

(3.07 for +120 and 3.47 for +160). This indicates that LBP 697

with flash images is not robust consistently, which explains 698

why additional structure features are considered in our pro- 699

posed method. For DS, the contribution of flash images is less 700

insignificant. Only 3 out of 14 cases and 1 out of 14 cases 701

show that DS_F (+120lx) and DS_F (+160lx) are better than 702

DS with 95% significant confidence. This may be because 703

DS focuses on weak light diffusion on a human face, which 704

becomes difficult to capture with flash. 705
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Fig. 9. Average HTER (%) of the proposed methods with +120lx and
+160lx, and the comparison methods on images contaminated by the white
noise with difference variances.

While considering the fusion of the methods with flash and706

non-flash images, HTER of LBP+LBP_F and DS+DS_F is707

significantly lower than the one for LBP, DS, LBP_F and708

DS_F generally. The results suggest the importance of consid-709

ering both flash and non-flash images. The utilization of both710

images may provide a useful comparison to indicate whether711

the subject is from a spoofing attack. Although LBP+LBP_F712

and DS+DS_F achieves relatively good performance, their713

HTER is higher than the one for our methods (both with714

+120lx and +160lx) in all cases except video attack under715

normal and uneven illuminance, and 2D mask under illumi-716

nance for close background distance.717

In summary, the experimental results demonstrate that the718

proposed method with +160lx successfully outperforms other719

comparison methods under various types of spoofing attacks.720

Although a flash with lower intensity is used, our method with721

+120lx still achieves satisfying results which are better than722

other methods generally. The performance of our method is723

also less sensitive to different environmental factors including724

the background distance and the ambient illuminance.725

3) Comparison With Existing Methods With Noisy Images:726

The robustness of the face liveness detection to noisy images727

is evaluated. Only the close background distance and normal728

ambient illuminance are considered in this comparison. The729

average HTER of the detection method for all five types of730

attacks is calculated. All detection methods are trained with731

untainted training set. The white Gaussian noise with the732

variance = 0.01, 0.09, 0.25 and 1, and the mean = 0 are733

added to each testing sample, which has been normalized to734

the interval [0, 1]. The examples of the noisy images are shown735

in figure 10.736

The experimental results shown in figure 9 suggest that the737

performances of all methods suffer from the noise, i.e. HTER738

increases with the noise. There is no significant difference739

between the performance of our methods with +120lx and740

+160lx on images with the white noise with different vari-741

ances. They achieve the most robust performance among all742

methods. As real faces and 2D spoofing attacks are clearly743

Fig. 10. Examples of noise images with different variances: (a) 0; (b) 0.01;
(c) 0.09; (d) 0.25; (e) 1.

TABLE III

AVERAGE RUNNING TIME OF FEATURE EXTRACTION AND

CLASSIFICATION FOR THE PROPOSED METHOD

AND COMPARISON METHODS

separated in our system, the white noise with large variance 744

does not affect our results dramatically, i.e. their HTER values 745

increase slightly with the increase of variance of the white 746

noise. The results indicate that our model is robust to the 747

while noise even though only flash with weak intensity is used. 748

HTER of TI, DS, DLS and LBP increases more slowly than 749

EB and OFF. Since EB and OFF highly depend on pixel-level 750

analysis, they are noise sensitive. This observation agrees with 751

the result in the previous section. 752

4) Computational Complexity: The computational complex- 753

ity of the methods in terms of the average running time of 754

feature extraction and the classification are given in Table III. 755

The proposed method has the lowest computational complexity 756

of feature extraction since only LBP_FI as well as the standard 757

deviation and mean values are extracted. As different from 758

the traditional LBP method which extracts the value from the 759

whole picture, LBP_FI of our model only measures the face 760

region which is much smaller than the original image. EB and 761

DLS cost the most extraction time because complicated fea- 762

tures are extracted from hundreds of frames. As the extraction 763

of LBP and intensity histogram is required for TI, its time 764

complexity is slightly larger than the one of the proposed 765

method. The classification times of all methods are similar 766

except EB and OFF since they only consider a single, one- 767

dimensional feature. In conclusion, although two images are 768

processed in our method, its time complexity is still relatively 769

low in comparison with other detection methods. 770

5) Effectiveness of the Descriptors of the Proposed Method: 771

The discriminant ability of the descriptors in the proposed 772

method is evaluated in this section. A classifier is trained using 773

one combination of features each time. The settings such as 774

the close background distance, normal ambient illuminance 775

and +120lx additional illuminance are considered in this 776

experiment. From the results given in Table IV, LBP_FI is 777

the most critical descriptor which affects the performance of 778
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TABLE IV

AVERAGE HTER (%) OF THE PROPOSED MODEL WITH +120lx AND DIFFERENT FEATURE COMBINATIONS IN THE CLOSE BACKGROUND
DISTANCE AND NORMAL AMBIENT ILLUMINANCE. DESCRIPTOR: 1© LBP_FI, 2© SD_FIC, 3© M_BIC AND 4© SD_BIC

TABLE V

AVERAGE HTER (%) OF THE PROPOSED MODELS WITH +120lx USING

LBP_FI, DS_FI AND DOG_FI IN THE CLOSE BACKGROUND
DISTANCE AND NORMAL AMBIENT ILLUMINANCE

DESCRIPTOR: 1© LBP_FI, 2© SD_FIC,
3© M_BIC AND 4© SD_BIC,

5© DS_FI, 6© DOG_FI

the proposed model significantly. HTER of classifiers with779

any combination containing LBP_FI is lower than 6.7%.780

Furthermore, M_BIC also plays an important role in detecting781

attack of iPad and video where HTER of the classifiers with782

any combination of M_BIC is lower than 3.33%. It may be783

because the severe reflection of an iPad screen increases the784

mean value of the background region, which makes these two785

types of attacks more differentiable from normal faces. The786

descriptors SD_FIC and SD_BIC perform badly individually.787

For instance, the HTER of using only SD_FIC and SD_BIC is788

larger than 11% and 12% respectively for all attacks. However,789

HTER of our model using all descriptors is the lowest in each790

row, which suggests that although an individual descriptor may791

not perform well, it works well with other descriptors as a792

group and every one of them has a positive impact on the793

2D spoofing attack detection.794

Our model is also evaluated using other descriptors. LBP,795

which plays a key role in our model, is replaced by more796

advanced features, i.e. DS [18] and DoG [14]. Similar to797

LBP_FI described in Sec III-A.1, DS and DoG are applied to798

the image with flash in our model, named DS_FI and DoG_FI.799

Table V shows HTER of our original model, and our revised800

models in which LBP_FI is replaced by DS_FI and DoG_FI.801

As DS focuses on the structure difference of the sub-802

ject’s face, our method using DS_FI has more satisfying803

performance under paper photo and 2D mask attacks than804

our original method. However, our original model achieves805

lower HTER than DS_FI in other attacks. On the other hand,806

the models using LBP_FI are better in photo attacks but worse807

TABLE VI

AVERAGE HTER (%) OF OUR METHOD WITH +120lx TRAINED

WITH DIFFERENT KINDS OF ATTACKS

in video and mask attacks than the ones using DoG_FI. The 808

difference on HTER of the models using LBP_FI, DS_FI, and 809

DoG_FI is less than 1%, i.e. they have similar performance. 810

However, by considering its short feature extraction time, 811

LBP_FI is a suitable feature for our model. 812

6) Partial Knowledge on the Attack Types: The face liveness 813

detection may be invaded by an unseen attack in reality. In this 814

section, we assume that the defenders know a 2D spoofing 815

attack is used but not the type. The proposed method is 816

trained by one of the attacks and then is evaluated by another. 817

We consider the scenario with the close background distance 818

and normal environmental illuminance. +120lx additional 819

illuminance is used in our model. The results are displayed 820

in Table VI. Each row represents our method trained by one 821

type of attack while each column is the evaluation using the 822

test set with another type of attack. When all types of attacks 823

are used in the training (test) phase, the row and the column 824

are named by “All”. 825

The performance of our method drops when the training and 826

test set contain different types of attacks. The five 2D spoofing 827

attacks applied in the experiment can be categorized into two 828

types: 1) photo & video attack, and 2) mask attack. When the 829

attacks in the training and test set are in the same category, 830

our method maintains a good performance. However, HTER of 831

our model is larger when the training and test set are different, 832

except 2D mask attack. For example, for the model using a 833

training set with paper photo attack, its HTER on the test set 834

with iPad photo attack (2.73%) is much lower than the one 835

with 2D mask attack (7.31%). The classifier using a training 836

set with 2D mask attack detects paper photo attack more accu- 837

rately than 2D mask attack in the test phase. This is mainly 838

because paper photo attack is similar to 2D mask attack but 839

easier to be identified. This observation in general agrees with 840

other classification problems, namely, the similarity between 841

training and test sets affects the performance of detection. 842
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When the proposed method is trained by using all kinds843

of attacks, the performance of classifying each attack is844

satisfying, which is slightly worse than the one trained with845

the same attack. Moreover, the HTER value of classifying846

all attacks is 0.0%, which is the lowest value among all847

methods trained with one attack. This result demonstrates that848

our method can handle a complicated situation arising from849

several kinds of attacks. If all kinds of 2D spoofing attacks850

are obtained in advance, our method can protect the system851

effectively.852

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK853

A face liveness detection method against 2D spoofing attack854

using flash is proposed in this paper. The descriptors of the855

texture (i.e. LBP_FI) and structure analysis (i.e. SD_FIC,856

M_BIC and SD_BIC) are carefully designed to capture the857

difference from two images of the subject, one with flash and858

the other without flash. Our method has satisfying performance859

because flash enhances the differences between legitimate860

users and attacks. The conceptual discussion is also given861

based on the Lambertian reflectance law. In contrast to the862

existing methods, the proposed model combines the advantage863

of the software and hardware approaches which are high864

accuracy, high robustness, low computational complexity and865

low setup cost.866

A dataset containing 50 subjects with 2D spoofing attacks,867

including paper photo, iPad photo, video, 2D mask and curved868

mask attack, are collected. In order to compare with the869

thermal image method, thermal images of 21 subjects with real870

and five types of attacks are also collected. Our method is also871

compared experimentally with five software-based and one872

hardware-based liveness detection methods. The experimental873

results show that the proposed method is better in terms of874

accuracy and running time. In addition, the robustness of our875

method to noisy images and different environmental settings876

including the background distance and ambient illuminance is877

better than other methods.878

The tradeoff of the superiority of our method is the instal-879

lation of an additional hardware, i.e. flash. It may limit880

the applications of our method, e.g. frontal flash is not a881

necessary device for a smartphone. However, different from882

other hardware-based methods, it may not be a serious issue883

since the installation cost of a flash is low in comparison with884

other hardware used, e.g. a thermal camera. Moreover, flash885

becomes more popular and can be found in many systems886

recently, e.g. frontal flash is more popular recently due to the887

popularity of the selfie.888

Although the illuminance of flash in our current model889

is no harm to human eyes and it is also much lower than890

the illuminance of flash used in a camera, user comfort is a891

concern. A possible solution to overcome this limitation is to892

adjust the angle of flash on a subject. If flash is not installed893

at the eye level, the lighting of flash will not directly irritate894

human eyes and a subject will feel more comfortable. The895

angle of flash should be determined according to not only the896

detection accuracy but also installation difficulty. Other robust897

features may be considered in our model due to the change of898

lighting angle.899

With the promising results obtained in this study of using 900

flash in against 2D spoofing attack, one possible future work 901

is to focus on exploring the performance of the proposed 902

model on the detection of more advanced attacks, such as, the 903

3D spoofing attacks, for instance, rigid 3D mask and 3D face 904

models with various expressions. The reflected light from a 905

real face and a 3D mask is expected to be different since 906

they have different surface reflectivity. Moreover, the texture 907

detail of the 3D masks may also be enhanced by the flash. 908

As a result, the additional lighting should be useful to separate 909

legitimate users from the attacks if suitable descriptors can be 910

identified. 911
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